
DONE Jessica Cheung $438.40

I would like to purchase several flexible seating materials for the students. This includes 4 balance balls, one set of 6 scoop rockers, and two sets of 6 floor cushions. I 
believe that the classroom environment and the comfort of the students is an important part of learning. Students should feel comfortable and safe in their learning 
environment. Allowing students choice of seating helps them make good choices about their learning.

I also need a classroom set of headphones (25) for projects using chrome books and/or iPads so the students can individually listen to books, songs, play-alongs and even 
create their own songs for composition projects. 

 

DONE FirstGrade $500.00

Children's Museum of Easton

DONE Ceci Hanlon $324.72

(1) Set of Bitsbox coding cards Unit 1 Coordinates & Basic Commands AND (1) Set of Unit 2 Variables & Simple Methods

DONE Sara Daly $150.64

25 read-aloud titles (fiction and nonfiction) about various disabilities or featuring characters with disabilities.  These include amputation/prostheses, using wheelchairs, 
blindness, deafness, autism, Down syndrome, ADHD, dyslexia, as well as titles about general differences.

 

DONE Lisa Reith $264.37

Sensory Tools for the classroom - inflatable wobble cushions

DONE Catie Campbell $163.32

I would love to request 2 sets of What If You Had... books by Sandra Markle. They are wonderful resources to use during expository writing. 

DONE Leanne Turnak $438.72

The fifth grade team would like to purchase 36 round floor cushions. They are 15 inches wide with handles.

DONE Amy Shaker $157.97

Hi!  With this opportunity that you so generously offer us, I would like to purchase tools for the students I work with as well as any others in the building that require more 
movement during their day to help them access their education.  This will be for a number of different and appropriate fidgets, that provide sensory input, to allow their 
systems to get the input they need while assisting them to maintain their attention to learning. Some of these items include- chair bands, tactile bookmarks, tactile pencil 
toppers, tactile strips that attach to the desk to decrease the distraction of its use.  I would also like to purchase some hand and finger strengthening tools to use with my 
students that need help in this area that will in turn increase their ability to manage and manipulate classroom tools.  Thank you again for this opportunity to provide more 
tools to our students! It is much appreciated!

DONE Shannon Gill $126.44

50 headphones for classroom use. 

DONE Camille Martel $66.93

CiBest Video Mini Projector (PC/laptop/PS4 compatible via HDMI/AV/USB cables)
The exact product can be found at this Amazon link: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07WRKSZ3D/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?smid=A2FZT9RI8NGBK2&psc=1)



DONE Melissa Hamrock $131.21

I am requesting funds to order a new class set of "If You Lived in Colonial Times" books for 5th grade Social Studies. Many of our current books have grown worn and 
tattered with pages falling out, and could use a refresh! Thank you for your consideration :) 

DONE Megan Whoriskey $249.42

Books for Literature Circles and author study of Faith Ringgold to support equity goals of HPS
-8 books of Tar Beach
-8 books of Aunt Harriet's Underground Railround in the Sky
-2 books of Cassie's Word Quilt
-5 books of Ways to Make Sunshine
-10 books of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library
-6 books of Lemonade War

DONE Shevawn Rollins $1,219.00

Knock Down/Space Saver Art Display Panels (954 plus 265 shopping)

DONE Lori Jacobs $441.11

South School has been using the Social Thinking Methodology for many years... however their research and teachings continually evolve based on the latest research and 
clinical insights- Their methodology is designed to help individuals better understand themselves and others and navigate the social world. The knowledge and resources 
gained with these new materials will be used for years to come and shared with colleagues.

DONE Turnak $240.00

Four subscriptions to Generation Genius

$4,912.25


